WE'RE HIRING!

Summer Intern & Student Supervisor
Summer Interns co-lead a group of participants in residence throughout the duration of CASP 101, an overnight retreat program offered to new UC San Diego Chancellor’s Associates Scholars. Student Supervisors lead the training of interns and take on additional responsibilities for CASP 101.
Duration: Summer 2018 only. Job Numbers on Port Triton: 850743 and 850744

CASP Peer Leader (CPLs) & Senior CPL
CPLs are peer mentors who work with a caseload of 10–12 CASP students in providing support and counseling related to academic, personal, and sociocultural issues affecting their college transition. Duration: 2018-2019 Academic Year | Job Numbers on Port Triton: 850747 and 850748

Student Office Coordinator
Student Office Coordinators staff the CASP office and oversee the day-to-day clerical and administrative functions of the office space. They also help with CASP events and other duties as assigned. Duration: Ongoing from time of hire | Job Number on Port Triton: 850746

Visit Port Triton to learn more about these undergraduate student positions.
Questions: casp@ucsd.edu or (858) 534-8366